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New cities join ”Europe at Home” project and show by photography
and literature how they lived social isolation
The Covid-19 pandemic on European cities through the perspective of 40 artists
Cluj (Romania), Maribor (Slovenia), Hildesheim (Germany), Pécs (Hungary), Plungè (Lithuania) and
Ptuj (Slovenia) these are the cities that recently joined “Europe at Home” project, each selecting a
photographer and a literary artist to portray the experience of social isolation as a result of the covid19 pandemic. With these cities joining the project, the online exhibition “Europe at Home” now counts
with 20 cities and 40 artists.
Faced with the scenario of a stopped Europe, where a significant part of the population closed itself
at home, the Faro2027 team, responsible for this city’s candidacy to European Capital of Culture,
decided to challenge several European cities to portray the experience of this unprecedented moment
in our recent history through the lens of a photographer and the words of a literary author. The
response was immediate and enthusiastic and cities quickly came together to highlight how Europe is
so identical even assuming its differences.
Each city invited a photographer and a literary author and the result of these works are displayed on
europeathome.eu, where the visitor can access not only the artworks but also information on each
city involved, as well as short biographies of each artist. The platform is very user friendly, offering
navigation through a map or menus by city, photographer and literary artist. The project includes cities
that place culture as one of their main development axis, and the only condition for participation is
the identification with the motto of the project by the entities that represent each city and by the
artists selected by them.
“Europe at Home” aims to reflect and decode this “new reality” that we are living, creating a memory
based on an artistic vision, but mainly it aims to reflect on the fact that Europe, and particularly the
European Union, face a dangerous irony on the dilution of its borders. With efforts focused on
combating the virus Covid-19, the dimension and function of what is the largest community of
prosperity, peace and development in the world, is being challenged. Will we be able to reset and turn
towards each other, holding uncertainty together in a creative and life-affirming way?
From everywhere we get examples of artists helping us bursting into new realities. One of the first
inspirations for “Europe At Home” was the photographer Gabija Vainiutė, from the city of Kaunas,
whose work is also featured on “Europe at Home” website.
Although many of the cities featured in the launching phase are related to the European Capital of
Culture title, “Europe at Home” aims to be an open movement seeking to embrace any city in Europe
and any of its artists and citizens. In order to accomplish this, the project invites Europeans to share
their experiences during this time of emergency by sharing - in public profiles on social media - photos
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and videos with the #europeathome hashtag. A compilation of these images can be seen on the
homepage of the project’s website.
Now you just need to click europeathome.eu and get to know more about these different European
cities and their artistic perspective, that can be seen and read, on this particular moment in our history
that was lived “at home”.

More information on the project
SOME NOTES ON THE ARTIST AND THEIR WORK
At the moment, “Europe at Home” showcases 40 artists. Most literary artists are female (12 women
and 8 men) and the majority of photographers are male (12 men and 8 women).
In the group of literary artists there are very young authors, the youngest being 19 years old.
Within the authors group, there are not only literary authors but also journalists, social activists,
performers, critics, essayists, teachers, anthropologists, translators, editors, cultural directors,
musicians and poets.
This diversity is also reflected in the literary richness in both style and content.
In europeathome.eu you can read prose and poems, fiction and non-fiction.. Texts that call for action
or that present a more personal view of its author.
There are questions about the future and about new forms of online culture, but also messages of
hope. In common, everyone shares views of their cities and the dichotomy between home and public
space.
Regarding the photography works, there’s also a variety of backgrounds: artists, curators,
photojournalists, teachers, cultural agents and freelancers.
Some works are colourful and in others the rawness of the black and white prevails.
europeathome.eu presents both photographic works focusing on the public space environment and
the social distancing experienced in it, and others that are exclusively dedicated to the private space
and to living in isolation.
There are still more conceptual photographic pieces leading us to a deeper reflection.

More information on the project
THE MOTTO
Artists bursting into a new world
The moment we are living has no parallel in our recent history. In Europe, citizens of all generations
never before faced such a collective challenge, resisting an invisible enemy and deeply questioning
the future of our societies and the different dimensions of our previously assured realities. All our
social and personal convictions are being put to test, and we look to feed our hopes from what we see
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and read in the digital sphere. Artists everywhere are bursting with initiatives to support people to
build a new – inner and outer- world beyond the fear.
A challenge that calls for individual responsibility
People’s behavior and awareness hits the curve line of the community’s salvation, although the
concept of citizenship is dressed under a call for stillness. The sharing of physical space is now under
strict limitations, and public spaces are to be avoided. Our homes and windows took on a new
dimension and we look at our neighbors with different attention.
The dangerous irony faced by Europe
Neighbors next door but also neighboring countries. Europe, and particularly the European Union,
face a dangerous irony on the dilution of its borders. With efforts focused on combating the Covid-19
pandemic, the dimension and function of what is the largest community of prosperity, peace and
development in the world, is also being challenged.
Will we be able to reset and turn towards each other, holding uncertainty together in a creative and
life-affirming way?

More information on the project
THE CITIES, THEIR ARTISTS AND THEIR PERSPECTIVES

Bodø (Norway)
Cultural structure representing the city: bodo2024.no
Bodø in the North of Norway is the first European Capital of Culture above the Arctic Circle. In 2024
Bodø and the region of Nordland will reconnect with Europe and the world beyond.
Liv Okkenhaug was its chosen writer: “She thanked me in the same cordial, pantomime way, and
said it felt very strange. It was her first birthday without getting a single hug.”
To complement her words, the photographer Dan Mariner framed empty spaces with a glimmer of
hope.

Cluj (Romania)
Cultural structure representing the city: cccluj.ro
Cluj-Napoca is one of Romania’s largest cities, located in the heart of Transylvania. The city has a
strong academic, economic and civic sector and a distinct cultural identity, rooted in its multicultural
history and noted for its vivid contemporary arts scene.
Gabriel Aldea was its chosen photographer that present us a collaborative project together with his
favourite illustrators from Cluj-Napoca.
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Alexandra Felseghi writes about how days became such a different experience.

Chemnitz (Germany)
Cultural structure representing the city: chemnitz2025.de
A vibrant industrial city before it was completely destroyed WWII, Chemnitz was rebuilt as a
socialist model city and is now a major city on the rise. Chemnitz is a shortlisted European Capital
of Culture Candidate City 2025.
Johanna Eisner writes about it: “The public sphere has taken on a new dimension - the pixels on
computer and mobile phone displays that translate into virtual reality what real life is missing right
now.”
Philipp Gladsome found and photographed art in this solitude.

Esch (Luxembourg)
Cultural structure representing the city: esch2022.eu
Esch is now the second largest city in Luxembourg and wonderfully blends history and modernity,
tradition and contemporaneity. The city is full of possibilities to organize your stay under the sign of
diversity while being close to the everyday life of its inhabitants.
Catherine Elsen gave words to the unspoken: “How essential is my work in times of crisis, but also,
how can I keep the essence of my work alive in confinement?”
Sophie Feyder chose to seek people and shoot what they are doing in their confine.

Faro (Portugal)
Cultural structure representing the city: faro2027.pt
Faro has its home between the edge of the Atlantic Ocean and the awe inspiring hills of inland
Portugal. The food, the architecture, its unique landscapes, its vibrant University and friendly
inhabitants, the "Farenses", make it a mandatory stop in any journey.
Sandro William Junqueira wrote: “Reality remains a clenched fist punching fiction repeatedly and
daily. One single thing. Not two. Making us poorer. Paul Celan had warned us about the impossibility
of writing after tragedy has occurred. Indifferent to all this, my dog has been taking me for walks
through the empty city streets. And I have obeyed him. And I will continue to obey him, grateful.”
While photographer Vasco Célio framed the light coming in from the city’s windows.

Hildesheim (Germany)
Cultural structure representing the city: hildesheim2025.eu
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Hildesheim it’s a city that asserts itself as a provincial and that is where all their cultural activity and
interest is based on. The city is bidding for European Capital of Culture in 2025 title.
Helene Bukowski is the literary artist invited from these city and she presents an analogy between
the outside and the inside world.
Meanwhile the photographer Anna-Lena Schotge show us cultural spaces and artist of the city.

Kaunas (Lithuania)
Cultural structure representing the city: kaunas2022.eu
Since the interwar period, Kaunas became a modern European city, vibrant with the urban network
of modernist architecture. The way of life and structure, including a vast network of cultural
organizations and strong communities, represents the values of Kaunas – European Capital of
Culture 2022.
Jorė Gritėnaitė was the chosen one to write about this period in Kaunas: “The result is clear: routine
turns into daily rituals and the living during quarantine - into a slow dance to a present moment.”
Gabija Vainiutė looked inwards, capturing the feelings of the people of Kaunas through its windows.

Leeuwarden (Netherlands)
Cultural structure representing the city: lf2028.eu
Leeuwarden is the capital of the region of Friesland and is situated in the north of the Netherlands.
Our region is characterized by charming old cities amidst the beautiful and flat countryside. In 2018,
Leeuwarden-Friesland was the European Capital of Culture. We see 2028 as a (new) dot on the
horizon and work on how we can become the best version of ourselves.
Jamila Faber echoed the feelings of the city in a poem that reads: “Lift off with ten thousand
cosmonauts / In a scorching tent / Fueled by decibels and beer / Never coming home / We’re
cosmonauts / Can I stay / With you inside your brain / That way / We won’t be so alone.”
Likewise, Jacob van Essen found specific stories of these “cosmonauts” and photographed them.

Maribor (Slovenia)
Cultural structure representing the city: nd-mb.si
Maribor is the second largest Slovenian city and the cultural, economic and university centre of the
north-western part of Slovenia. Maribor offers tourists plenty of experiences of the highest quality
in the field of culture, which was especially true in 2012, when the city was European Capital of
Culture.
Vid Kmetič writtes: "His beloved native Maribor was never known for pulsing at a hundred and
eighty beats per minute; it preferred rather to bubble beneath the surface while keeping a straight
face for the outside world, but during the past month, its usual calm grew even greater."
Janez Klenovšek was the photographer invited to capture the new reality of the city.
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Novi Sad (Serbia)
Cultural structure representing the city: novisad2021.rs
Novi Sad is the city that lays on the banks of the Danube river and whose diverse and rich cultural
heritage, interculturality and European values present its backbone for three centuries. During
2019, Novi Sad was the European Youth Capital, and one of the first cities outside the European
Union that has borne the title of the European Capital of Culture.
Lászlo Végel chose to write in he’s mother tongue and in hungarian, while Marija Kovač’s choice
was to photograph in film.

Oulu (Finland)
Cultural structure representing the city: oulu2026.eu
Oulu is the largest city in Northern Finland with more than 200 000 inhabitants. Oulu harbor has
been an important place for international trade for centuries. First it was salmon, leather products
and tar which were exported, today there is strong basic industry and hi-tech companies.
Katariina Vuori wrote: "When the safe distance grew by a metre, it grew difficult to use the public
sauna: who would sit that far away from another naked, even unknown, person?"
Harri Tarvainen lit up and shot the icy passages beyond the city.

Pécs

(Hungary)

Cultural structure representing the city: pecs.hu
Pécs is the largest city of south-west Hungary, an outpost of the Mediterranean. In Pécs you can
experience 2000 years of history of the Roman, the Ottoman, the Medieval, the Austro-Hungarian
but also the communist era. Today, thousands of students from all over the world study in the city
with its remarkable cultural-artistic life.
Andrea Müller, photographer invited by the city of Pécs present us daily scienes of this "new
reality". While Janka Fodor writes: “What always held my interest was what was beyond the walls.
What was across the meadow, beyond the river, where the main road led, what lay the other side
of the hill.”

Piran

(Slovenia)

Cultural structure representing the city: piran2025.eu
The region of Istria offers an example of how different cultures have survived, coexisted and profited
together. With the ECoC candidacy for 2025, the interconnectedness of the area and its
communities has brought to the forefront new challenges. A Wave of Change embraced the cities
starting from Piran the candidate city, enhancing new way to act.
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To represent this, Piran chose Maja Bjelica to write about the current state of things. “But the
windows and doors remain closed, and like Europe, you are rope(d) at home. Some of us will stay
roped but out of commitment and care.”
Brad Downey chose to perform in his own photo series.

Plovdiv (Bulgaria)
Cultural structure representing the city: plovdiv2019.eu
Plovdiv, the second-largest city in the country, was the first Bulgarian city chosen to host the
European Capital of Culture title in 2019. With its cultural and historical heritage dating back 8000
years, Plovdiv is considered to be the oldest continuously inhabited city in Europe and one of the
oldest in the world.
Invited by the city, Theodor Karakolev wrote: “Life under quarantine is like a hot summer's day. Or
a heavy raining one. It is difficult to judge in Plovdiv. The quarantine for sure makes us feel strange,
weird, as in a movie script.”
Georgi Matov shot the edges of the buildings at their surrounding natural beauty.

Plungè (Lithuania)
Cultural structure representing the city: plunge.lt
Plungė city is located in Samogitia region, North West Lithuania. The city preserves rich cultural
heritage and has very interesting local history. Plungė has traces of manor culture, old cemeteries
and the landscape which is not destroyed by urbanization.
Invited by the city, Laura Lu wrote four small and beautiful poems.
Oksana Šukienė show us through images how COVID-19 separated us all in order to bring us closer
to those who are most important to us.

Ptuj (Slovenia)
Cultural structure representing the city: ptuj2025.si/en/
Ptuj is a small sized city in north-eastern Slovenia is certainly one of the greatest cultural treasures
in Europe. Besides its rich architectural heritage, the city also boasts a great diversity of cultural
heritage, which is primarily maintained in a number of traditional events, among which the largest
ethnographic festival in Europe – Kurentovanje carnival.
Samo M. Strelec was the literary artist invited and he wrote: “Soon, we shall switch off TV and
computer screens, close this chapter and go out to socialise as we used to. In the analogue way,
touching, with full contact.”
On his end, Sandra Požun's photograph shows us the silence and empty spaces of Ptuj.
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San Sebastian (Basque Country/Spain)
Cultural structure representing the city: donostiakultura.eus
Donostia/San Sebastian is an average European city with 187,949 inhabitants (99,407 women and
88,542 men), with a good quality of life. A city that has known how to combine the care of its
identity with an open view of the world. A city in permanent reinvention and transformation.
Juan Kruz thought about animals when he wrote: “People don’t take cats out for a walk. Only dogs
can be taken out. Children and cats are at home, and they are howling. In the cat’s eyes, however, I
see no sorrow for not being able to leave the house, no sign of the chains of prohibition.”
On his end, Marcelo Koning found a semblance of poetry in the empty spaces of the city.

Tartu (Estonia)
Cultural structure representing the city: tartu2024.ee
Tartu, a UNESCO City of Literature and European Capital of Culture 2024, is the oldest town in the
Baltics, known for its strong-rooted literature, theatre and music traditions, groundbreaking
University and use of smart city solutions. Tartu’s headline as a European Capital of Culture is “Arts
of Survival”.
While writing for “Europe at Home”, Carolina Pihelgas affirms: “... when people are absent, there is
always wind. dust flies down my throat and I try to keep from coughing. wind flies through my
sentences like a bird which cannot remember from whence it set out or where it should alight."
Kiur Kaasik found a profound way to capture the memory of this time in black and white.

Valletta (Malta)
Cultural structure representing the city: vca.gov.mt
A cultural, administrative and commercial hub, Valletta is Malta’s capital city and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Our city is an open-air museum – adorned with Baroque, British and modern
architecture – that houses around 5,000 residents, many businesses and institutions.
Simone Inguanez offered a poem that reads: “I wait at the window, on the balcony, the terrace. /
All ears / Nope. / If I downed this cuppa, came a little closer: I’d hear you exhale. / Maybe the walls
are crumbling in this house, this little lair, this castlegarrison--”
Alexandra Pace called her collection of photos “ISOLATION VIEW”.

Veszprèm (Hungary)
Cultural structure representing the city: veszprém2023.hu
This uniquely situated city is enclosed by the Bakony mountain range from the North and Lake
Balaton on the South. Due to its favourable geographical position and its rich history it is worth to
pay a visit to Veszprém during any season. Veszprém is usually brimming with amazing events
revolving around dance and music.
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“Though we are peering down at the empty streets and squares, we are seeing last summer’s
escapades and the incoming cavalcade. We see this because we want to see it, plus because we are
"working out" these days to be able to see it come to fruition eventually.” So wrote Kilián László,
perfectly sharing the visual ideas of Gábor Gáspár, that shared his photos of the pandemic for the
project.

More information on the project
THE PROMOTER
The city of Faro invited a group of cities that place culture as one of their main development axis, to
decode this particular moment in our shared History.
Although many of the initial cities are related to the European Capital of Culture project, “Europe at
Home” aims to be an open movement that embraces any European city and artist. The common
wound opened by the Covid-19 pandemic can start being healed if Europe - and the world - are willing
to share and learn from it. This is a starting point.
Faro is preparing to bid for the European Capital of Culture 2027 title. With its home between the
edge of the Atlantic Ocean and the awe inspiring hills of inland Portugal, the city was shaped by its
multiculturalism. Faro’s first visitors date back to 400 B.C, a tradition that continues with today’s
culturally active Erasmus community. The sunshine, the food, the architecture, its unique landscapes,
its vibrant University and friendly inhabitants, the "Farenses" are some of the characteristics of the
city. Being the capital of the Algarve, the southernmost region of Portugal, Faro has maintained its
inherent tourism and traditions, while developing a youthful, homegrown cultural-movement, with its
eyes on the future.
In the words of Bruno Inácio, Faro ECOC Candidacy 2027 Team Coordinator: “Europe at Home is a very
interesting project on our path towards a candidacy for European Capital of Culture, as we are finding
our way to accomplish this demanding objective. We are committed and excited about the task of
getting to know more about ourselves and our region and celebrate our diversity and share our
cultural wealth with the rest of Europe.”
For more information please contact:
Isadora Justo
Faro 2027 ECOC Candidacy
T.: +351 91 883 65 03
E.: isadora.justo@gmail.com | participacao@faro2027.pt
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